Adventures in Nature

Autumn
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Caring for our planet...
Autumn is a magical time of year, as we witness the land turn
from lush green to beautiful shades of orange, red and brown.
It's a busy time for many animals who are trying to find a safe
home for winter. They'll also be looking for food to fatten
themselves up or to store before the cold weather sets in.
It is around this time of year that birds like swallows and swifts
begin to flock and form a mass autumn migration.
Many plants and flowers are ready to disperse their seeds to
ensure new growth next year.

Here are a few ideas of things we can do to give
nature a helping hand in Autumn...
Collect some tree seeds and
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Observations

Many plants will create seeds in the
Autumn.
Take a nature walk and collect a
variety of seeds and nuts - look for...
Acorns, Helicopters or
Chestnuts

Baking

Make some cute acorns
by dipping green grapes
in chocolate.
(Grapes are a choking hazard
so cut into pieces before
serving).

Activity Ideas
Make a nature bracelet by putting some sturdy tape inside out
on your child's wrist so they can attach leaves and seeds.
Create a Nature Masterpiece using blackberry ink (see recipe).
Make little leaf jars by popping a leaf and its seed in each.
Group seeds together e.g. how they disperse, float or sink?
Press seed pods in clay. Print the corresponding leaf on the
other side.
Look at seeds under a magnifying glass or microscope.
Use seed pods and other items to decorate a cardboard
mask.
Sandwich helicopter seeds and leaves between 2 sheets of
glued greaseproof paper. Roll into a cylinder shape and stick
camembert box or similar on one side. Add an LED light.

Seed Pods
Inspiration

A Seed Is Sleepy - by Dianna Aston
Leaf Man - by Lois Ehlert
It Starts with a Seed - by Knowles Laura Knowles
A stroll through the seasons - by Kay Barnham, Maddie Frost
A Seed Is Sleepy - by Dianna Aston
Nature’s day - by Kay Maguire, Danielle Kroll

Do you know...?

- There are many different kinds of seeds. Some plants make a
lot of seeds, some make only a couple.
- Seeds are usually hard and very small. Imagine the hard part is
like a big winter coat, protecting them until they are ready to
grow.
- Seeds are cleverly designed to spread in different ways. Some
attach themselves to passers-by, some are blown in the wind
and some are even eaten and pooped out. Take a look at some
and see if you can work out how they spread.
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Blackberry Ink

You will need:

Big handful of blackberries.
Few drops of vinegar (helps to hold the colour).
Half a teaspoon of salt (works as a preservative).
A saucepan.
A pot.
A feather to make a quill.

Method:
1.Boil the blackberries, vinegar and salt in a
saucepan for a few minutes.
2. Let the mixture cool.
3. Strain through a sieve.
4. Pour your ink into a pot and use your quill to write
a message.
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Observations
Hedgehogs usually hibernate
between November and mid March.
They nest in thick undergrowth,
under sheds or in piles of leaves or
logs.
Can you find any places suitable for
a sleepy hedgehog?

Baking
Make some hedgehog
cookies by dipping each
piece into chocolate and
sprinkles or nuts.
Snip bread dough to
make hedgehog rolls.

Activity Ideas
Use a crate, twigs and leaves to create a hedgehog habitat.
Make a little hedgehog shape with clay and decorate it with
twigs for spines.
Collect some pinecones and make hedgehogs by glueing on
some googly eyes.
Fold a paper plate in half, colour it brown, glue on an eye and
use scissors to snip some spines along the curved edge.
Draw a hedgehog on a sheet of paper and decorate with
leaves or twigs.

Hedgehogs
Inspiration

The Very Helpful Hedgehog - by Rosie Wellesley
Wide Awake Hedgehog - by Rosie Wellesley
The Very Hungry Hedgehog- by Rosie Wellesley
That's Not My Hedgehog - by Fiona Watt
Hedgie's surprise - by Jan Brett
Hedgehog Poem - Cbeebies, Down On The Farm

Do you know...?
- Hedgehogs are nocturnal which means that they sleep in
the day and only come out at night.
- Hedgehogs are lactose intolerant so should never be given
milk. You can leave out water for them instead.
- Hedgehogs have around 5000 to 7000 spines on their
back.
- Hedgehogs eat berries, fruit, beetles and caterpillars.
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hedgehog

Observations

What colours do you notice as you
walk in nature?
Can you spot any orange, brown,
red leaves?
Are there any seedheads to be found?
What sounds can you hear as
you walk?

Activity Ideas

Baking
- Make some stained
glass leaf cookies by
cutting out the centre of a
leaf shaped cookie and
placing a boiled sweet
inside before baking.

Splodge a handful of mud onto a tree and use fallen leaves
and seeds to make funny faces or tree monsters.
Thread leaves onto string to make an Autumn bracelet.
Decorate a mask using fallen leaves.
Create a collage using things you collect on your nature
walk.
Create a natural mobile using branches and leaves.
Make some wax resist leaf rubbing paintings.
Draw a face on a rock and glue leaves on for hair.
Make some elf outfits using leaves and petals.
Make a dragon egg by covering a stone in clay and
decorating with golden leaves and other bits.

Leaves
Inspiration

Why Do Leaves Change Color? - by Betsy Maestro
Leaf Man - by Lois Ehlert
Goodbye Summer, Hello Autumn - by Kenard Pak
Leaves: An Autumn Pop-up Book - by Janet Lawler
Fletcher and the Falling Leaves - by Julia Rawlinson
Leaves Poem - by Elsie Brady

Do you know...?

- When the days get shorter and cooler leaves stop
their food-making process so the chlorophyll
breaks down and the green colour disappears.
- Autumn is caused by the Earth’s tilt. When it leans
towards the Sun we have Summer, when it leans
away it is Winter and in between these are Spring
and Autumn
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Observations
Listen for the hoot of the Tawny Owl in
Autumn. The male begins with a
drawn out ‘hooo’, followed by a softer
‘hu’ and then a ‘huhuhuhooo.’
The female often calls ‘keewik’
between the male's call.

Baking
Bake some cupcakes and
add wings and eyes so that
they look like little owls.

Spread peanut butter on
a rice cake. Add apple
slice wings, banana and
blueberry eyes a strawberry
beak.

Activity Ideas
Visit barnowltrust.org.uk and make a barn owl mobile.
Create an owl suncatcher by cutting an owl shape in black
card and cutting out detail. Glue coloured tissue paper
behind.
Make a quill by cutting a point at the top of a feather and
write with blackberry ink (see recipe).
Dissect an owl pellet.
Stuff an old brown or black sock and use a glue gun to
attach feathers for wings, twig claws, a leaf face and other
natural items for eyes and a beak.

Owls
Inspiration

Owl Babies - by Martin Waddell
The Owl Who Was Afraid Of The Dark - by Jill
Tomlinson
I'm Not Scared - by Jonathon Allen
National Geographic Readers: Owls
The Barn Owls - by Tony Johnston

Do you know...?
- Did you know that owls have binocular vision.
This means that they can't see well from side to
side without turning their head.
- Tawny owls stake out their territories in pitchblack autumn woods as they prepare for an early
breeding season.
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Observations

There is still much to be harvested
from the garden in Autumn. Potatoes,
pumpkins and cabbages can all be
harvested now.
Take a walk around the garden...how
do the pumpkin leaves feel? Can you
see any signs of wildlife living amongst
the plants?

Activity Ideas

Baking
Try pumpkin choc chip
cookies.
Pumpkin Pie.
Pumpkin Soup.

Make pumpkin pie playdough and decorate with black
cardboard shapes.
Visit a farm or garden to choose a pumpkin.
Practice hammering wooden nails into a pumpkin with a
mallet.
Decorate a pumpkin with paints.
Practice pen skills on a pumpkin with dry wipe marker then
wipe clean.
Cut a bruised apple in half, dip in orange paint and print
pumpkin shapes. Draw on faces when dry.

Pumpkins
Inspiration

From Seed to Pumpkin - by Wendy Pfeffer
Pumpkin Jack - by Will Hubbell
How Many Seeds in a Pumpkin? - by Margaret
McNamara
It's Pumpkin Day, Mouse! - by Laura Numeroff
The Roll-Away Pumpkin - by Junia Wonders

Do you know...?
- Pumpkins are actually a fruit, not a vegetable
because they contain seeds.
- The tradition of carving faces in pumpkins
originates from Ireland where they used to carve
faces into turnips, beetroots and other root
vegetables as part of the Gaelic festival of Samhain.
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Pumpkin Pie Playdough
You will need:

5 cups water

2 1/2 cups salt
3 tbsp. cream of tartar
10 tbsp. vegetable oil
5 cups flour
Food coloring or liquid watercolors
A blend of cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger + cardamom

Method
1. Mix everything except the food colouring together.
2. Cook mix over a low heat until smooth. Stir often.
3. When dough is smooth and not sticky it is ready.
4. Knead in the food colouring.
5. Store the dough in a sealed container.
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Observations

Autumn is spider season!
You'll see more of these little creepy
crawlies because the males start to
move around to try and find a mate.

Baking
Make pizzas with olive or
pepperoni spiders.
Bake muffins and stick in
8 pretzels for legs.

Take a walk after some rain. Can you
spot any webs glittering with
raindrops?

Activity Ideas
Make a lump of clay and stick 8 twigs in to make spider legs.
You can also use natural finds to decorate with imprints.
Draw around pebbles with a pen and add 8 legs.
Pretend to be spiders and spin webs in your garden (using
wool). Can you trap any grownups?
Splodge some watercolour onto some paper and use
straw to blow it so it looks like it has spidery legs.
Make star shape with 3 twigs and wind wool between the
sticks to make a web.

Spiders
Inspiration

Diary of a Spider - by Doreen Cronin
National Geographic Readers: Spiders
Are You a Spider? - by Judy Allen
The Big Book of Bugs
Cobwebs Poem by Amos Russel Wells
Big Book of Bugs - Usborne

Do you know...?

- Spiders are arachnids, not insects.
- Spiders have 8 legs while insects have 6.
- Spiders can be found on every continent of the
world except Antarctica.
- There are around 40000 different species of
spider.
- Most spiders make a silk which they use to make
spider webs and capture prey like flies.
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Cobwebs
Little fairy kerchiefs

Spread on the grass to dry;
Little fairy hammocks
Swinging in branches high.
Funny fairy cables
Stretched through the airy sea;
Funny fairy bridges
Reaching from tree to tree.
Dainty fairy ladders
Scaling the garden wall,
Dainty net to catch them,—
If fairies ever fall!
Busy fairy workman,
Spider of gorgeous hue,
Should I steal your glue-pot,
What would the fairies do?

by Amos Russel Wells

Observations

Bats spend most of the winter in
hibernation. In the Autumn they are
busy finding food so that they have
enough fat to last through the cold
weather.
Listen for the special calls the males
use to attract females..it can sound
like purrs, clicks, and buzzing.

Baking

Make bat nachos to dip
into salsa or guacamole
(see recipe).
Bake muffins and cover
in frosting. Use
chocolate orange for
wings and edible eyes.

Activity Ideas
Draw around your hands on black card and cut out. Glue them
to a toilet tube painted black and draw on a cheeky face.
Cut a bat shape into thick cardboard and glue another piece of
cardboard behind it. Fill in the bat shape with black beans.
Cut out some paper bats to hang from a branch.
Make a brown pompom and add some black felt wings.
Play the echolocation game (see instructions).
Stick wings to the side of a toilet roll and paint black. Add
googly eyes and hang upside down from a branch.

Bats
Inspiration

Stellaluna - by Janell Cannon
Bats at the Beach - by Brian Lies
Bat Loves the Night - by Nicola Davies
National Geographic Bats
The Bat Book - by Charlotte Milner

Do you know...?
- Bats are nocturnal (active at night).
- They 'see' in the dark using a special skill called
echolocation.
- Bats are the only mammal that can fly.
- Most bats feed on insects, while others eat fruit,
fish or even blood!
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Bat Nachos

Ingredients
Tortilla wraps.
Oil

Cookie Cutter or scissors.
Hummus or guacamole to serve.

Method:
Brush a tortilla wrap with a little of the oil.
Use a cutter or scissors to cut out bats (or other
spooky shapes)
Bake on 180°C (fan) for about 4-5 mins or until
golden and crisp.
Serve with vegetable sticks, guacamole, humnus
and salsa.
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The Echolocation Game
You will need:
A room with walls (and no breakables!)
A large soft ball.
A blindfold.

How to play:
1. Blindfold a child who's turn it is to be the bat.
2. The bat has the big ball and stands a few meters
from a wall.
3. They throw the ball towards the wall and have to
decide how close they are.
4. If they are far away then they take a step
forwards.
5. They need to try and touch the wall without
walking into it.
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Observations

Have you spotted some big, untidy
piles of leaves and twigs in the trees?
You might have found a squirrel nest,
known as a drey.
Other signs to look out for:
chewed pine cones or acorns on the
ground scratch marks on the bark
a ‘chuk chuk’ sound.

Activity Ideas

Baking

Use a cookie cutter
orknife to cut squirrel
shaped biscuits. Grate
chocolate or sprinkle
raisins on their tails.
Cut a squirrel shaped
from wholemeal
sandwiches.

Pretend to be squirrels and go hunt acorns.
Draw a squirrel in the centre of a piece of paper. Glue collage
pieces or natural materials to make a drey around it.
Acorn challenge - can you move acorns from one pot to
another with tongs or tweezers?
Have fun with a squirrel play dough mat.
Paint acorns and their caps different colours and match them
together.
Print the squirrel picture and decorate by glueing leaves and
cones to his tail. (See printable squirrel page).

Squirrels
Inspiration

The squirrels who squabbled - by Rachel Bright, Jim
Field
The Busy Little Squirrel - by Nancy Tafuri
The Secret Life of Squirrels - by Nancy Rose
One More Acorn - by Don Freeman
I Want That Nut! - by Madeline Valentine

Do you know...?
Squirrels have a summer home and a winter home.
The summer drey is more open and less protected
from bad weather.
In the Autumn they build a new drey somewhere
safe, warm and dry but they don’t actually
hibernate and will regularly head out to find food.
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squirrel

Use your playdough to make some nuts for the squirrel.

Use your playdough to make some spines for the hedgehog.

Use your playdough to make a face on the pumpkin.

Use your playdough to add some autumn leaves to the tree.

Use your playdough to add some
feathers to the owl.

Autumn Scavenger Hunt
Look for:

acorn

beech
nut

pine
cone

cobweb

Listen out for:
autumn
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blowing

autumn
leaf

conker
crunchy leaves

Autumn Seeds
There are lots of different types of seeds and they are all cleverly
designed to spread in different ways.
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